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ABSTRACT 
We present a description of a partial ordering of the complex full symmetric group 
algebra, CSm, via generalized matrix functions, dr(A), defined on the set of all 
m x m complex matrices A. We show that for f :  S,~ --* C, if dr(A) = 0 for all 
positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices A, then f = 0. Thus we can build up a 
partial ordering for CS m. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a subgroup of the full symmetric group Sm. We use id to denote 
the identity e lement of  G, and we identify an e lement f ~ CG with a 
function f :  G ~ C. After a zero extension of  f from G to S m, we can think 
of f as defined on S m as well. For  an m X m complex matrix A we define 
dy(A)= ~] f (o ' ) f la i , (o , , .  
o-~S m i=1 
We use A >t 0 to mean that A is a positive semidefinite Hermit ian matrix. 
We say that f >/0  if dr(A) >1 0 for all m X m matrices A >t 0. Let 
g :G  ~C be another function; we define f>/g  if f -g />0.  Pate [2, 
Theorem 3] proved that this order is a partial order on the set of  all 
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normalized irreducible characters of Sm. He also mentioned this partial order 
in [3] and in [4]. The proof that >~ is a partial order on the set of normalized 
irreducible characters of S m used some particular esults obtained before. 
The results, including some equivalent ones, date back to the works of Merris 
[1], Dias da Silva [5], and others. In fact, as we shall show here, this order is a 
partial order on CS m. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
For any f~ CG we define f*  = E~cf (~r )o  "-1. If f*  =f ,  then we 
shall say that f is Hermitian. Our primary result is Theorem 2.1. The proof is 
contained in Section 4. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any f :  G --, C, if d f(  A ) = 0 for all m X m matrices 
A >1 O, then f = O. 
COROLLARY 2.2. The order defined above is a partial order on CS m. 
THEOREM 2.3. For f: G --+ C, if df (A)  ~ R for all m × m matrices 
A >1 O, then f*  = f.  In particular, i f f  >_. O, then f*  = f.  
Proof. Since df(A)  ~ 11 and aij = aj~, we get 
as(A) = aS(a) 
= E f(~r)  f i  a,,(,)~ 
o '~G i=  1 
= E f ( ° ' )  f i a (0~,  , 
o-EG i=1 
= E f (cr)  f i  a,,(i,~-, 
crag  i=1 
= E f ( ° ' -1 )  f i  a,.(0~ 
o-~G i=1 
= as . (a ) .  
Therefore f*  - f  = 0 by Theorem 2.1. 
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For any n, we consider the following degree n representation: 
An: Sn ~ GLn(C ), 
or ~ (3,0¢, j ) .  (1) 
We observe that for each cr E Sn, An(or-l) = An(Or)-1 = An(O') t. We ex- 
tend A n to a representat ion An: CS n -o Mn(C ) by An( f ) = 
Z~ ~ s~ f(cr)An(°r)" Then A has the following properties: 
1 Vf, g ~ CS n, A( fg )  = A( f )A(g) ;  
2 W~ CSn, An(f*)  = [An( f ) ] ' .  
In particular, for each o" ~ S n and each to ~ C we have that 
An((id + too) ( id  + ~o- - ' ) )  = An(id + ¢oo') [An(id + wo')] t /> 0. (2) 
For each i ~ n, let Sn, i denote the subgroup {o" I cr ~ Sn, (i)o" = i} of S n. 
Let ~0i: Sn, i ~ Sn_ 1 be the natural isomorphism constructed as follows: for 
each o" ~ Sn, i, in the decomposition of ~r into product of disjoint cycles, we 
replace each digit j ( j  > i) by j  - 1, then let ~0i(o') be the resulting product 
of disjoint cycles. For each f~CSn,  i and each cr~Sn, ~ we define 
~0i(fX~i(cr)) = f(~r) .  Then q0 i induces a bijection between CSn, i and CS n_ 1. 
The following lemma is clear. 
LEMM^ 3.1. I f  f ~ C S,, i and ~oi is defined as above, then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
1. I f  df( A) = 0 for each n x n matrix A >1 0 with ith column and ith 
row equal to zero except aii = 1,  then f = O. 
2 If  d,,~D(B)=O for each (n -  1) X(n -  1) matrix B >i0, then 
~o~(f) = O. 
LEMMn 3.2. I f  B = A( ( id  + to(l, 2 . . . . .  n))(id + ~(1, 2 . . . . .  n) - l ) ) ,  
where ~o ~ C, then we have that for each r ~ Sn, the diagonal product 
f i  bt,o) ~ 4= 0 
i=1  
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only i f  
12 
T ~ I,.J Sn.i, 
i=1  
or 7 moves all points of {1, 2 . . . . .  n} and is a product of disjoint transposi- 
tions, or ~" = (1, 2 . . . . .  n), or ~- = (1, 2 . . . . .  n ) -  1 
Proof. We observe by (2) that B >~ 0 and B has the fol lowing form: 
-1 + Itol 2 to 0 0 .. .  0 0 
1 -4- [to[2 to 0 . . .  O 0 0 
0 ~ 1 + Ito[ 2 to .. .  0 0 0 
0 0 ~ l+ l to [  z .. .  0 0 0 
: : : : : : : 
0 0 0 0 . . .  D 1 +'[tol 2 to 
w o 0 0 . . .  o ~ 1 + Itol 2 
(3) 
Lemma 3.2 holds for n = 1, 2, 3. For  n = 4, we just need  to check out the 
cases ~" = (1, 3, 4, 2) or (1, 3, 2, 4) or (1, 4, 2, 3) or (1, 2, 4, 3). We see immedi -  
ately that for these r;  the corresponding diagonal products are 0. We assume 
that n>~5, 7~ Un=lSn ,  i, and fu r thermore  7~(1 ,2  . . . .  ,n )  and T~ = 
(1, 2 . . . . .  n ) -1 .  We show that ~" is a product  of  disjoint transposit ions and 
moves all points o f  {1, 2 . . . . .  n}. We observe that r moves 1 to e i ther  2 or n. 
We cons ider  two cases: 
1. T moves 1 to 2. In this case, • moves 2 to e i ther  1 or 3. I f  ~" moves 2 
to 3, then ~" moves 3 to 4 . . . . .  and finally moves n to 1; thus r= 
(1, 2, 3 . . . . .  n), which contradicts our  choice of  ~-. There fore  r moves 2 back 
to 1. Now we can easily see that ~" is the disjoint product  (1, 2)(3, 4)-- -  (n  - 
1, n)  and n must be even. 
2. ~" moves 1 to n. This case is hand led  similarly. 
4. PROOF OF  THEOREM 2.1 
We assume that f is def ined on S,,,. We use double induct ion to prove 
Theorem 2.1. We need  to show that i f  dy (A)  = 0 for all m × m matrices 
A >~ 0, then f ( t r )  --- 0 for each ¢r ~ S m. Induce on m; we see that Theorem 
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2.1 is t rue for m = 1. Now suppose that Theorem 2.1 is true for m - 1, we 
show that it is t rue for m. By Lemma 3.1 and induct ion hypothesis  on m, we 
have that 
f (or )  = 0 Vor ~ U Sin, ~. (4)  
i=1  
We want to show that f (o ' )  = 0 for each or ~ S m such that or moves all 
points of  { 1 . . . . .  m}. 
We first look at a special  or which is a product  of  disjoint transposit ions 
only. In this case m must  be even, otherwise or must  have a fixed point.  Let  
m = 2t  with t >/ 1; wi thout  loss of  general i ty  we can assume that or = 
(1, 2)(3, 4 ) " -  (2t - 1, 2t) .  We cons ider  
( 11) [1 1 
with t blocks. Using (4), we get 0 = dy(A)=f ( (1 ,2 ) (3 ,4 ) ' - - (2 t  - 1 ,2t ) ) .  
Therefore  
f (o r )  = 0, (5)  
where  or is a product  of  disjoint transposit ions.  
We cons ider  next that or is a product  of  disjoint transposit ions and k long 
cycles, where  by a long cycle we mean a cycle of  length at least 3. We induce 
on the number  of  long cycles k. For  k = 1, wi thout  loss of  general i ty  we can 
assume that 
or = (1 ,2 ) (3 ,4 )  . - - (21  - 1 ,21) (2 l  + 1 . . . . .  m)  
We cons ider  u = (1 . . . . .  m - 2 / )  ~ S m_ 2l and 
A diag t 1 "" 
l 
with m - 2l >~ 3. 
where  B = [I,~_zl + WAm_2l(t.')][Im_2l + ~Am_2l(V-1)] ~ O, and w ~ C 
t98 jvN wv 
is arbitrary. By Lemma 3.2, (4), and (5), we have 
0 = d f (A)  = tom-2t. f (or)  + (~)m-21f (or - l ) .  (6) 
Since (6) is true for all to ~ C, we have f (or )  = f (or -1)  = 0. 
The ease when k = 2 will give us the idea for the general approach. We 
present the proof here. We may again assume that 
or = (1 ,2 ) (3 ,4 ) . . .  (2/ - 1 ,2 / )z~r  z, 
where z1(2 /+ 1 . . . . .  s), r e = (s + 1 . . . . .  m).  We consider two elements 
u I = (1 . . . . .  s - 2/)  ~ S~_zl, u 2 -- (1 . . . . .  m - s) E Sm_~, and 
where 
( 1 1 ll],B1, Be), A=diag  [ ]  1] . . . . .  [1 
B 1 = [Is_21-~- tolAs_21(v1)][ls_21-F ~lAs_2/(vll)] ~ 0, 
B2= [I s + toe m +  2a,o >.0 
for arbitrary toi ~ C, i = 1, 2. Using results for k = 1, Lemma 3.2, (4), (5), 
we have that 
0 = d f (A)  = O0~-21fO~'-Sg(T1T2) -[- tO~-2l(-~2)m-Sg(TlT21) 
-'F ( ~j1)s- 2lto~-Sg('l'llT2) -1- ( ~)l)S- 21( ~)2)m-Sg('TllT21), (7) 
where g (s  ¢) =f ( (1 ,2 ) (3 ,4 ) . . . (2 /  - 1 ,2/ )~) .  I f  z 1 = ~ l / to l ,  then IZll = 1. 
Since 0 ~ tol ~ C is arbitrary, therefore z I is arbitrary on S 1 = {z Ilzl = 1}. 
I f  Equation (7) is divided by to~-21, then we have that 
0 = [03r~-Sg(71T2) "t- (~2)m-Sg("l'lT21)] 
+ Z~-2l[to~2n-Sg('l'llT2) -~(~)2)m-Sg(711T21)]. 
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By the fundamental theorem of algebra, the coefficients of this equation 
equal zero. Thus 
to~n-Sg(~' l ' / '2)  4- ( O)2)m-Sg(~'l"r21) = 0 
and 
Since to e 
h ave 
toz-sg(.,.;,.,. ) + (~,),,,-Sg(.,.~-~.~-,) = o. 
C is arbitrary, again by the fundamental theorem of algebra we 
g(~l~)  = g(~ l~ ' )  = g(~11~)  = g(~; l~ l )  = 0. 
In particular f (o- )  = g(7"l 'r  2) = 0. 
Finally, suppose f (c r )  = 0 for each or which contains k ~< s - 1 long 
cycles; we want to show that f (o ' )  = 0 for each tr when o" contains s long 
cycles in its disjoint cycle product decomposition. We may assume that tr is 
of the form cr = (1, 2)(3, 4 ) ' - - (2 l  - 1, 2 / ) r  I --- ~'s with r i a long cycle of  
length n i >t 3. We consider 
([ 1 
A = diag 1 
where for each i, i ~ i ~ s, 
1]B  
. . . . .  1 
B,-- ['n, + to, ao,( ~,)][ 'n, + ~,an,(~:l)]  ~> 0, 
t, i = (1 . . . . .  n i) ~ S,,, and toi ~ C is arbitrary. Using Lemma 3.2, (4), (5), 
and the induction hypothesis on k, k ~< s - 1, we have that 
O = d f (  A )  = 
(~l . . . . .  Es)~ Fs,i- 1, xl j= l  
where 
g (~)  =f ( (1 ,2 )  -.. (2/  - 1 ,2 / )~) ,  
Fs,~_~,l~ = {h lh :{1  . . . . .  s} ~ { -1 ,1}} .  
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Separat ing the %,  we get from (8) that 
0 ~-  E O');J¢~l"J~); j~-l'') O):sg(~'~ 1 " ' '  ~/'S--1 ~rs) 
(~1 ..... ~_1)~ Fs_l.{_ 1. l ) \ j= l  
I s -1  ~ 
-4- E I H o);Jal'9~);Ja-l'gl(~)s)nSg(T~ 1 . . . . . .  l - - i )  
(~1 . . . . .  ~s - l )EFs  1.{-1,1} \ j=t  
Since 0 4: to s ~ C is arbitrary, we have 
) 
\ j= l  
(El . . . . .  Es-1)E Fs- I ,{-1,  l} 
Cont inu ing  this process s - 1 more times, we get 
. . -  V s) = 0 ,  
where ~i = - 1, 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  s. In  part icular 
f (~r )  = g( r l  . . .  z~) = 0. 
This completes our induct ion on k; therefore our  induct ion on m is com- 
plete. 
The author wants to thank Professor L. Cummings and a referee for their 
very useful suggestions. 
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